Now available through the University of Virginia

Distance Learning Physics Course
for Physical Science and High School Physics teachers

GALILEO AND EINSTEIN Physics 609

View Lecture/Demonstrations on video tapes at home and examine how new understandings of the natural world developed, taking two famous scientists as case studies. Galileo was the first to appreciate the importance of experiment, while Einstein was the first to realize time is not absolute and that mass can be converted to energy.

PHYSICS 609 allows you to conveniently earn graduate credits through distance-learning. Credit for this class may be used toward certification in physics and may be transferred into the University of Virginia Master of Arts in Physics Education (MAPE) program.

COURSE RUNS FROM MARCH 2003 - MAY 2003

Distance Learning Format:
- Lecture/Demonstrations on 5 VHS video tapes (for home viewing)
- Problem sets and Exams submitted via Webassign
  (a Web-based homework delivery and grading system)
- Deadline for Spring 2003 Registration is February 3, 2003

For tuition information and to register for the class call the University of Virginia School of Continuing and Professional Studies at 434-982-5313.

FIND OUT MORE ➔ Email: phys609@physics.virginia.edu
Tel: 434-982-2691

http://www.phys.virginia.edu/classes/609.ral5q.spring03

For more information or to apply for the Master of Arts in Physics Education, contact Dr. Richard A. Lindgren, mape@virginia.edu, 434-924-3781, Application deadline to begin the MAPE program in summer 2003 is April 1, 2003.

Visit our professional development website for other opportunities

http://k12.phys.virginia.edu